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Specialized hardware required to facilitate machine learning, AI, and embedded IoT in heavy industrial settings; deep dive webinar highlights design tips and strategies.
Premio Cites Rugged Edge Computing as Top Engineering Challenge
A number of the respondents wrote about cross-cutting themes, introduced novel ideas or shared thoughts that were not widely mentioned by others. This ...
3. Cross-cutting and novel statements
Sandro Cerato, senior vice president and CTO of the Power & Sensor Systems Business Unit at Infineon Technologies, sat down with Semiconductor Engineering to talk about fundamental shifts in chip ...
Customizing Chips For Power And Performance
The types of land around us play an important role in how major storms will unfold̶flood waters may travel differently over rural versus urban areas, for example. However, it's challenging to get an ...
Using machine learning and radar to better understand storm surge risk
Advances in the data science community are enabling smaller manufacturers to take advantage of AI, ML and advanced machine vision.
Create Scalable Vision and AI Solutions with a Systems-Level Approach to Data
Rugged edge computing has been cited as a top engineering challenge for embedded designers bringing advanced automation applications to heavy industrial environments. This is the verdict of Premio Inc ...
Rugged edge computing is top IIoT and AI engineering challenge, says Premio
Includes a thorough exposition of applications and algorithms in sufficient detail for practical ... advanced undergraduate and graduate courses in chemical and biochemical engineering.

This book ...

Optimization for Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
The results will have broad use and transformative effects across a wide range of scientific, engineering, and biomedical applications ... imaging is inadequate for analyzing recent learning ...
CAREER: Reconciling Model-Based and Learning-Based Imaging: Theory, Algorithms, and Applications
Edge platform cybersecurity enhancements are intended to increase responsiveness and augment decision-making, the company said.
Akamai adds automation and machine learning to protect user accounts, APIs and applications
Cai also pointed to potential applications in ... next plan to test their algorithm on robot teams in the lab, including a mix of drones and wheeled robots. ‒ Edited by Chris Vavra, web content ...
Algorithm helps robots collaborate on difficult tasks
Researchers from IIT Madras and Rice University, USA, have developed algorithms for lensless, miniature cameras that have applications ... Department of Electrical Engineering, the existing ...
Indian, US researchers develop algorithms for lensless, miniature cameras with futuristic applications
Fair Priority Scheduling (FPS): A Process Scheduling Algorithm Based on Skip Ring Data Structure. Arabian Journal for Science and Engineering ... Socket and gRPC in computation offloading of mobile ...
Data Structures and Algorithms Using C#
This severely limits the use of today's model reduction methods in a wide range of applications from multi-phase problems in materials science to combustion in engineering to pattern formation in ...
CAREER: Formulations, Theory, and Algorithms for Nonlinear Model Reduction in Transport-Dominated Systems
Dimitris Chachlakis became the first student to be awarded the new Ph.D. in electrical and computer engineering this May from Rochester Institute of Technology. The new degree, recently approved by ...
RIT graduates its first doctoral student in new electrical and computer engineering program
Ultra-low-power MCU vendor Ambiq Micro joining hands with memory companies Winbond and AP Memory shows a tilt toward system-level engineering ... handling complex algorithms and neural networks. Maybe ...
The MCU-memory tie-up aims to better serve AIoT designs
NMIMS Mukesh Patel School of Technology Management & Engineering (MPSTME) invites applications for the 6-year B. Tech. program after Class 10, at their Mumbai campus. The unique structure of the ...
NMIMS' Mukesh Patel School of Technology Management and Engineering Invites Applications for M. Tech. And MCA Programs at Mumbai Campus
Introduces analysis, design, and application of digital logic ... and the other technologies that are central to MEMS fabrication. Fundamental topics in algorithm design, analysis, and implementation.
Electronics Materials and Processing̶Graduate Certificate
Facial recognition, search engines, social media algorithms, ad recommendations ... a UC Berkeley assistant professor in the electrical engineering and computer sciences department.
UC Berkeley community talks artificial intelligence
Kamesh Subbarao, a professor in the Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering (MAE ... numerical simulations, algorithms and software span several applications. Subbarao's research interests include ...
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